
The jailbird Halloween costume Brian Blatherwick mass produces

has a comic touch with black and white stripes and inmate number,

fake ball and chain sold separately. He built a global, multimillion

dollar empire on such getups, but his current take on incarceration

has darkened since finding himself in a real life chain gang.

Outside the courthouse in Brampton, Ont. recently, he visibly

shudders as the same prison transport that took him to jail passes us

Exclusive: This man went to jail rather than
pay his ex-wife $10 million in epic divorce
battle
Their divorce has the salacious — a string of young girlfriends,
duplicitous private eyes — and a 'brotherhood of trust' that helped
shield a rich man’s money from his wife

Barbara and Brian Blatherwick were married July 3, 1971, just a few weeks after Barbara graduated high school.
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Brian Blatherwick leaves the Ontario Court of Justice in Brampton, Ont., on May 29,
2017. He served a six-month jail term after stiffing his wife.  Peter J.

Thompson/National Post

by. “It’s a really interesting ride, chained to nine other guys and

sitting on corrugated steel.” Asked what jail was like, the 66-year-old

Ontario businessman jerked his body to make eye contact over his

glasses. “F–king terrible.” He shook his head. He doesn’t want to talk

but can’t help himself.

“There’s no way that in a divorce case I should end up in jail.”

Blatherwick v. Blatherwick is not an ordinary divorce case.

Ordered to pay $10 million to his wife of 40 years, the businessman

disputed, ignored, chiseled and whittled virtually every court order

and spousal payment over six years of his epic divorce battle. He

just isn’t paying.

Last July, Justice Leonard Ricchetti sat in silence in his Brampton

courtroom for a moment before sentencing Brian to six months in jail

for ignoring his orders. “This is the only remedy that’s left,” Ricchetti

finally said, sounding as dismayed as anyone by what was

happening. As officers stepped in to arrest Brian, everyone waited

for a last-second resolution.

“Everybody said this is just the way businessmen do business,” his

former wife, Barbara Blatherwick, 64, recalled recently. “He’s going

to wait until the last minute, he’s going to stand, he’s going to hear

the jingling of the handcuffs and he’s going to pull a cheque out of

his pocket. Nobody saw Brian going to jail. I was absolutely floored.”

A six-month jail term after stiffing his wife is only one remarkable part

of Blatherwick v. Blatherwick.

Their high-stakes divorce has the salacious — a string of young

girlfriends, duplicitous private eyes, a secret second family,

staggering legal fees and offshore bank accounts. More striking still
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is the fraternity of enablers — a coterie of business partners — that

banded together to shield a rich businessman’s money from his wife.

Brian even has a name for this subterfuge: The brotherhood of trust.

There is no way that in a divorce
case I should end up in jail

-

 

At a presentation in New York in 2012, Brian flipped through 137

PowerPoint slides showing off his Halloween company. The trick-or-

treat titan had an audience of only one, but an important one:

Charles Ritter, vice president of seasonal and celebrations at

Walmart.

Brian’s presentation showed his warehouse outside Toronto,

showroom in New York, offices in Hong Kong and a factory in China.

He flashed slide after slide of the costumes his company was built

on — Roundup Cowgirl, Kid Prisoner, Gothic Cheerleader and

dozens and dozens of horror show getups. He showed his adult line,

including the Flirty Maid and Sock Hop Sweetie, followed by masks,

decorations, wigs and more. He’s even had licensing rights to make

Warner Bros., DC Comics and Nickelodeon character costumes.

Seasons, Brian boasted, was a US$50 million global company

employing more than 4,000 people, and it was getting a decent

chunk of the US$5.8 billion Halloween market.

In building Seasons, Brian surrounded himself with partners who

were friends as well as associates: three Americans and two

Chinese. “I brought these guys together because they were good at

specific things. They needed somebody who was strong enough to

keep them together,” Brian said.

His companies were established in layers with shares and profits

divided and subdivided. The businesses were veiled by registration

in foreign jurisdictions and offshore banking. It allowed Brian to

dodge taxes, hide money, keep secrets. Even from his wife.
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Brian Blatherwick modelling Halloween costumes for his company Seasons.  Court

exhibit

Brian and Barbara Blatherwick visiting Vancouver in 1972.  Supplied

Being one of the world’s largest Halloween suppliers gave the

Blatherwicks a superb life; Barbara certainly knew that. They had a

beautiful house, lovely cottage, fancy cars, expensive hobbies, world

travel. Brian once mailed Barbara one of his decorator pumpkins

stuffed with $25,000 in cash.

“Everything was roses,” Barbara said. “It was going good,” Brian

agreed, in a separate interview.

The Blatherwick fortune came the hard way, launching the business

together from their living room. Brian and Barbara both came from

large families and were raised on military bases in Edmonton. Brian

was born the day after Halloween in 1950, Barbara two years later.

They met at Edmonton’s Queen Elizabeth High School, where Brian

was a 16-year-old football quarterback and Barbara a 14-year-old

cheerleader.

“A good friend of mine who was the quarterback of the junior team

told her the senior quarterback needs a date for tonight, how would

you like to go with him?” Brian said, grinning even now. Barbara

needed her mom’s permission to attend the after-game party. “I

actually had to borrow the dime from Brian to make the phone call,”

she said. “He opened car doors, he was just a real gentleman. And I

was totally in awe because I had gone out with the high school

quarterback.”

On Halloween night in 1970, Brian sprang an engagement ring. They

were married July 3, 1971, just a few weeks after Barbara graduated

high school. Both wanted children, but none came after five years,

so they adopted their first two children, a boy and a girl. Then they

conceived a child, also a girl, giving them the three children they

wanted. Barbara was working in retail, but stayed home once the

kids came while Brian focused on his career.



Brian started as a stock boy at Woodward’s department store and

was soon promoted to salesman, then buyer of sporting goods, toys,

cameras and luggage. Funrise, a U.S. toy company with a Canadian

office in Mississauga, Ont., recruited him to expand its Halloween

line in 1990, so the Blatherwick family moved to nearby Oakville.

“I was good at it,” said Brian. “It was just when the Orient was

opening up.” Brian expected to be made a partner at Funrise, but

that didn’t happen, so around 1997, Brian and Barbara plotted

Seasons.

“I would make the hand samples for the costumes and Brian would

take these hand samples when he was meeting with clients,”

Barbara said. Brian and Barbara and the three kids modelled the

costumes for their early catalogues. “We had no money to afford

professional models. Brian did the photography and I did the

makeup on the kiddies and got them dressed.”

The early years were tough, especially when Funrise sued for

starting a rival firm. The Blatherwicks stood their ground. Barbara

took a job to help pay the bills until the suit was dismissed. It was the

couple’s first taste of a legal battle and the experience marked them,

showing the value of entrenchment.

With the lawsuit behind them, Seasons took off. Brian’s business

partner in Hong Kong arranged for production in China. That

reduced costs but meant Brian was spending half the year away

from home.

I tried everything in my power to
make my marriage work

-

 

In 2004, after driving Brian to Toronto’s Pearson International Airport,

Barbara kissed him goodbye. As he left, Brian warned he was going

to mainland China and wouldn’t be able to phone her for several

days. Driving home, his comment stuck with her. Something didn’t

seem right.

On her way to the house she collected their mail, opened the phone

bill and laid it on the counter to be paid, as she usually did. Her eye

was drawn to the long list of overseas phone calls. “I noticed there

were phone numbers on there all from the Philippines, and that

didn’t make sense to me because I knew Brian didn’t do any

business in the Philippines.” Barbara took a yellow marker and

highlighted every time the same phone number in the Philippines

appeared. “Then I started to worry.” She decided to wait until
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Barbara Blatherwick in an interview with the
National Post at her lawyer’s office in Oakville,
Ont., on May 18, 2017.  Peter J.

Thompson/National Post

midnight, when it would be noon in the Philippines, and call the

number.

“I was praying to God it was going to be a factory or a business

office. In my most professional business voice I asked to speak to

Mr. Brian Blatherwick, and a much younger lady on the other end

said, ‘Oh yeah, Brian’s here’ and handed him the phone.

“That’s how I found out.

He had been caught.”

That night, Barbara, in a

mania, went through the

house looking for

answers, shuffling

through closets and

drawers. In the

basement, among

Brian’s things, she lifted

the lid on a box filled with mementos of her husband’s second family.

She flipped through photos of a young Asian woman and family

portrait-style pictures of Brian surrounded by the woman and her

three young kids; she read love letters, and birthday cards to Brian

from the woman’s mother.

“I almost passed out on the floor.”

Brian did some investigating of his own. He sought legal advice

about divorcing Barbara. He realized he would have to share half his

assets and income with her and decided to remain married. He sent

emails and letters to Barbara seeking forgiveness. He said he

regretted the affair, dismissing it as a misguided fling.

Barbara had no idea of the depth of that lie. She didn’t yet know the

fling was actually an engagement. It was, in fact, the first of three

engagements to women in the Philippines while Brian was still

married to her. Before those shocks came out, Brian and Barbara

tried to reconcile.

“For six years before I actually filed for the divorce, I tried everything

in my power to make my marriage work,” Barbara said. “We went to

counselling together, we went on holidays together, we just tried to

get away to reconnect. I tried everything.”

Her efforts were doomed. “I know what happened: Menopause,”

Brian said of his crumbling marriage. “Menopause. I couldn’t put up

with it. I never knew what I was coming home to at night. Was I

coming home to the girl I married or was I coming home to a bitch? I

know that’s a terrible thing to say, everyone goes through

menopause. Unfortunately, I couldn’t handle it.”



Brian and Barbara Blatherwick in Egypt in 2008.  Court exhibit

In one reconciliation attempt in the summer of 2010 they travelled to

Vancouver. It was a disaster. During a heated discussion in a Tim

Hortons, Brian made a promise. He said she’d get nothing from his

business and he’d declare bankruptcy in Canada rather than give

her the share she was entitled to.

His money, he said, was protected by a “brotherhood of trust.”

“My heart was broken. I couldn’t believe it,” Barbara said. Brian

doesn’t deny the threat: “You say things in anger sometimes.”

Spoken in anger or not, it was a promise he has kept.

Barbara realized then a divorce was inevitable. One lawyer she

approached sized up her situation and said she needed someone

who knew overseas banking. He told her to call John Cox.

Cox, 62, is a former ski instructor and Oakville lawyer known for

handling complicated divorces involving high finance. After hearing

of Brian’s threat that his money was beyond reach, Cox knew he had

to act quickly. Having worked cases before the Supreme Court of

Bahamas, he knew how fast money could disappear.ADRIAN HUMPHREYS
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Brian Blatherwick with one of his fiancÃ©s in 2004.  Court exhibit

On Nov. 18, 2010, Cox put Barbara in front of a judge in Guelph,

Ont., seeking a Mareva injunction — a court order freezing Brian’s

assets so he couldn’t move or dispose of his millions before it was

determined who got what in the divorce. Also, based on Barbara’s

evidence that Brian had a laptop he carried everywhere, Cox argued

he needed to see what was on that computer to learn the extent of

Brian’s assets. It was argued “ex parte,” meaning Brian had no hint

of the request until a sheriff and private investigator hired by Cox

showed up at his office that same day and took his laptop.

It was like finding the Rosetta Stone. Cox and his associates, Natalie

Bazar and Alex Ward, scoured Brian’s hard drive. Notes for a

presentation at a 2010 Seasons partnership meeting in Las Vegas,

for instance, revealed Seasons complicated ownership structure.

Cox and Bazar pieced together records of nine corporations

registered in five countries. “It was like putting together a puzzle,”

Cox said. The laptop also revealed transactions from a company

Barbara had never heard of: Discovery Bay was registered in British

Virgin Islands and moved its money through a bank in Singapore.

“We could trace some of the money, we could see the payments go

out,” said Cox. “In the space of five years he moved $8.9 million

through Discovery Bay. And that was just the one account of

Discovery Bay — we weren’t able to get the records for Seasons

Hong Kong, Seasons Capital, Seasons Macao,” he said, listing

some of Brian’s other corporate interests.

Every answer Cox found brought more questions. For instance: Who

were the three women in the Philippines getting almost $1 million

from Brian’s secret company?

The brotherhood looks after each
other

-

 

A private investigator staked out a newly renovated house in Minalin,

north of Manila, snapping photos and making notes. Photos and

videos on Brian’s laptop gave Cox a vivid display of the nature of

some of Brian’s relationships in Asia, but he needed more

information without triggering Brian’s intervention.

When the private eye pretended to be a Canadian immigration

agent, the woman inside the house rhapsodized about Brian’s

generosity for her house, her car, her furniture. The 22-year-old,

Vanessa, was Brian’s fiancée, she revealed. They were engaged in

2008. The woman who answered Barbara’s surprise phone call back
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Brian Blatherwick with one of his fiancÃ©s
in 2004.  Court exhibit

in 2004 was Ruth, who Brian had also been engaged to. In 2009,

Brian asked Desiree, another young Filipina, to marry him. He was

free with his money with each fiancée. He gave at least $445,000 to

his first, $305,000 to his second and $160,000 to his third, by the

court’s accounting. He bought each an engagement ring, valued

between $7,500 and $10,000.

When Brian learned of the

private eye’s visit, he had one

of his business partners

quietly deliver a parcel of

cash to Vanessa, “to keep her

mouth shut,” as Brian put it.

The brotherhood of trust was

coming through for him.

“The brotherhood,” Brian later

said, “looks after each other.”

Not just a rhetorical flourish,

the brotherhood was real. At

the start of his marital split,

the brotherhood met and decided to jointly fund his divorce litigation

in order to defeat Barbara’s claims, Brian said. One partner, Simon

Leung, came to Toronto from Hong Kong to testify on Brian’s behalf.

Leung brought an altered and backdated document in an attempt to

boost Brian’s case. A judge dismissed much of what Leung said,

finding he colluded with Brian. Another partner sent documents

claiming Brian owed a Seasons subsidiary US$900,000 from an

undocumented loan that should be knocked off Brian’s assets

available to Barbara. A judge called the debt a “sham.”

The brotherhood worked both ways: Brian admitted he once moved

$150,000 through Discovery Bay on behalf of one of his business

partners to keep it from that partner’s wife.

Never had a concession like that
-

 

As Brian was giving evidence during the long proceedings, Cox

suddenly asked him to empty his wallet. There was $25 cash, ID

cards, a slip of paper. “That’s a lottery ticket,” Brian quipped, “it’s the

only way I’ll get out of this mess.” More interesting to Cox was a

stack of business cards showing Brian as a director of Seasons

Macao. Brian had sworn he wasn’t a director of Seasons Macao.

For a man with many secrets, on the witness stand Brian could be

absurdly forthcoming. Court learned Brian lied to Canada’s
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Barbara Blatherwick’s lawyer John Cox at his office in Oakville, Ont., on May 18,
2017.  Peter J. Thompson/National Post

Citizenship and Immigration in an application to bring Vanessa to

Canada as his spouse — he declared he had never been married. In

an application to bring Desiree here, he declared his wife was dead.

Brian would say one thing on the stand in the morning and then deny

it after lunch. Asked at one point by Cox if he is a liar and a cheat,

Brian agreed: “I concede that.” Cox and Barbara were dumbfounded.

“I’ve never had a concession like that,” Cox said afterwards. It led to

a judicial finding of fact in 2012 that Brian is a liar and a cheat.

It wasn’t that Brian paid nothing to Barbara. There was a $425,000

advance on an equalization payment ordered by the court early on,

$79,000 in retroactive spousal support and some on-again, off-again

monthly payments. Barbara was awarded their house, and an office

that was split between her and their three children, which she sold to

pay her legal bills.

But as the proceedings wore on, Barbara would soon feel she was

drowning. Brian made a voluntary disclosure to Revenue Canada

that he had been underpaying his taxes — in his crusade for where

he wanted his money to end up, his wife lost even to the tax agency.

Brian then claimed his new $830,000 tax debt pushed him into the

red. He hired a bankruptcy lawyer, paid him $5,000 as retainer, and

filed his bankruptcy claim in London, Ont.

Leung, meanwhile, hired a lawyer on behalf of Seasons Hong Kong

and sued one of Brian’s Canadian companies over ownership of a

building where Seasons operated in Canada. Conveniently, it was

the same building given to Barbara by the court. 

As these actions were launched in different cities in Ontario, Brian

stopped paying Barbara her court-ordered spousal support, knowing

she had no other source of income. Then he applied to formally

reduce his support payments to zero. Cox said it was all a strategy

to wear Barbara down financially and emotionally, and extended her

$120,000 from his own line of credit to keep her in the game.



In 2014, Judge E. Ria Tzimas agreed to roll all the court actions into

one. Tzimas called Brian’s bankruptcy “highly suspicious” and

perhaps “an abuse of process.” She raised the possibility the

Seasons lawsuit was “staged” and described Brian’s divorce strategy

as “acrimonious resistance.” It was a victory for Barbara. She now

had only one war to wage.

By this point, Brian and Barbara, between them, had paid more than

$2 million in legal fees and disbursements and their divorce had not

yet made it to trial.

A divorce is hereby granted
-

 

For most of the divorce, Brian was represented by Stuart Law, a

family and commercial lawyer with SimpsonWigle, based in

Burlington, Ont. Law had earlier represented Brian in his fight

against Funrise. Brian testified he paid his lawyer a monthly fee,

much of it wired from his Discovery Bay account that was frozen by

the court and through his other offshore companies. Some of it even

came from the brotherhood.

By the time their actual divorce trial began, on Feb. 2, 2015, Brian

was suddenly unrepresented in court. He had split with Law, but still

had people on the payroll. Brian’s expert witness on business

valuation testified the midpoint value of Brian’s registered share

ownership was approximately $3 million, and his equity holdings less

than $2 million. Judge Ricchetti slammed the expert’s independence

and objectivity.

Brian also paid a trustee in bankruptcy, who placed the value of all of

his offshore operations at just $1. Cox described this as “ludicrous.”

When confronted about the bizarrely low value on a large company,

Brian’s trustee explained it was placed at $1 because “the value of

the asset is unknown.”

Ricchetti’s 220-page judgment on Blatherwick v. Blatherwick was

released on April 27, 2015. Enormously detailed, Ricchetti cut

through as much as he could — the matrimonial issues, the

corporate labyrinth, Brian’s bankruptcy, the side suits, the lies, the

brotherhood.

“What is Mr. Blatherwick’s income? What was the value of his

corporate interests?” Ricchetti asks in his judgment. “Four and a half

years of litigation, over $2 million in legal and expert fees, and the

answer to these two questions are not capable of precise

determination.” Three things hid the truth, Ricchetti said: The

brotherhood of trust, Brian’s lies and obstruction, and the foreign
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Brian Blatherwick arrives at the Ontario Court of Justice in Brampton, Ont., on May
29, 2017.  Peter J. Thompson/National Post

jurisdictions of Brian’s assets.

Brian’s testimony was a “charade,” Ricchetti said. “I reject the

entirety of Mr. Blatherwick’s evidence. It is neither credible nor

reliable.” As for Barbara, “Her memory was clear. She recalled

details of events. She was not seriously challenged in her evidence.”

Ricchetti awarded Barbara $10.6 million in spousal support,

equalization payment and proceeds from a life insurance policy

Brian was ordered to cash in.

“A divorce is hereby granted.”

Formally ending the Blatherwicks’ marriage after more than four

decades did not, however, end Blatherwick v. Blatherwick. Despite

the freezing of Brian’s assets in 2010, Ricchetti and Cox noticed

money flowed from Brian’s offshore corporations to his lawyer

without the court’s permission.

After the divorce judgment, Ricchetti took the unusual step of

agreeing to hear an application by Barbara to cite Stuart Law, Brian’s

former lawyer, and his firm, SimpsonWigle, in contempt of court.

More than $800,000 was paid to Brian’s and Seasons’ lawyers from

the frozen accounts. The allegations of contempt would never be

tested in court. After losing a motion to have the contempt motion

dismissed, Law and SimpsonWigle settled it out of court with a

payment to Barbara of an undisclosed sum. Law declined to discuss

the Blatherwick case or his contempt proceedings. Cox and Barbara

also declined to discuss the settlement.

Trying to cut me out
-
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Barbara Blatherwick is still waiting for Brian to pay her alimony.  Peter J.

Thompson/National Post

While imprisoned at Maplehurst Correctional Complex in Milton,

Ont., Brian received an unexpected visit. Three of his business

partners travelled from Hong Kong and the United States to see him.

This was the core of the brotherhood of trust, face-to-face for the first

time since Brian’s passport was seized in 2014 for failing to make

spousal support payments.

When he came from his cell to meet them, Brian assumed the

brotherhood had come to settle his affairs and help get him out.

They hadn’t. “I asked, well, are you guys going to cash in the life

insurance? ‘Nope.’ Are you going to change the directorship? ‘Nope.’

So why are you here then? ‘We wanted to come and see you,’” he

said of the jailhouse visit. “I don’t know what they came in to do, to

tell you the honest truth.” 

This past May, with Brian out of jail, the estranged couple were again

in court. In the empty public gallery they sat as far apart as the seats

allowed. In a repeat of a year ago, Brian was again asked by

Ricchetti if he had satisfied his court orders and again Brian had not.

Found to still be in contempt of court, Ricchetti gave him time to

make amends before sentencing him a second time. During a court

break, Brian overheard a lawyer for Seasons asking to meet

privately with Barbara’s lawyer. Brian threw up his hands in apparent

dismay. “They’re trying to cut me out,” he muttered. The brotherhood

seems broken.

Barbara, meanwhile, frets about the sisterhood. “I know this is an

absurd situation. And I would hate to think that any other woman

would have to go through this,” she said. On paper, Blatherwick v.

Blatherwick is a triumph for her. The reality, she said, is despite the

enormous judgment she is back working in a retail store, like she

was in the early years of her marriage, earning a little more than

minimum wage.



“I have a 200-page court document that says I have an entitlement

to a settlement, but until Brian is willing to write a cheque, I have

nothing. I haven’t won anything. I’ve lost more. I’ve lost everything.”

Brian hasn’t written that cheque. He insists he can’t. If he is to be

believed, there is irony in why: He has no hope of complying without

help from the brotherhood of trust. And the brotherhood hiding his

money seems to want to keep it or, at least, seems content to have

him out of the picture.

Brian is running out of time.

On Aug. 4, he is to appear before Ricchetti again. Brian is bracing

for a return to jail.

“They are worried,” Brian said of his partners. “They are worried that

Barb’s going to go overseas, go overseas for the money. So they’re

huddling up.”
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Mariner's log: Day 8 — When my boat ran out of gas, a local seal hunter offered a hand and I decided to join him on his hunt (Warning: Graphic ...

Canadian right-wing provocateur Gavin McInnes at forefront of street-fighting trend in U.S. political protest

Co-founder of Vice media empire heads Proud Boys, a 'Western chauvinist' group eager to mix it up with violent far-left protesters at raucus U.S. rallies

Watch Chris Selley: Jordan Peterson, hero of the anti-PC crowd, just keeps winning

University of Toronto students tried to have the psychology professor fired or censured for his views on transgenderism. It's the best thing that ever happened to him
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Aza Ball
What did she do that she deserved 10 million dollars? Sounds like this guy was
very spiteful againsts the system/her and decided she would get no money.

Like · Reply · 15 · Jul 20, 2017 3:54pm

Ed Megaralachuck · Ardbeg, Ontario
Did you read the article? She helped start the business and ran it with him.
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Did you read the article? She helped start the business and ran it with him.
He is a liar and a cheat living a double life. Yes, she easily deserves 10
million as it belongs to her.

Like · Reply · 73 · Jul 20, 2017 4:00pm

Jeremy Rolfe
Ed Megaralachuck She made costumes. She watched the kids. He was
the one who went overseas, met with suppliers, had negotiations with
multinational corporations. I agree that she is entitled to something, but the
house and the insurance policy should be enough. It's his business.

Like · Reply · 15 · Jul 20, 2017 8:27pm

Dev J Smith
Jeremy Rolfe Nope. He would not have been able to run a business as
successfully without a wife at home taking care of the home front. He is a
pig and deserves jail and a painful death when the time comes.

Like · Reply · 54 · Jul 20, 2017 8:44pm

Show 10 more replies in this thread

John Jagger
Good for him, F the system.

Like · Reply · 17 · Jul 20, 2017 4:17pm

ده سرسینی گلونہ
i am making $85 to $130 per hour by online working on facebook.. I a  m a f  -
u  l  l t  i  m  e c  o  l  l  e  g  e s  t  u  d  e  n  t a  n  d j  u  s  t w  o  r  k  i  n  g f  o  r 2 t  o 3 hou  r  s a d  a  y .I   a  m     r  e  a  l  l  y   -
t  h  a  n  k  f  u  l   t  o G  o  d a  n  d m  y   e  m  p  l  o  y  e  r. . E  v  e  r  y  b  o  d  y c  a  n d  o t  h  i  s j  o  b a  n  d e  a  r  n m  -
o  r  e i  n  c  o  m  e o  n  l  i  n  e f  r  o  m h  o  m  e.like me..HOME MEDIA TECH thank you
..GOOD LUCK★ 

HERE► https://www.facebook.com/CEO.../app/137541772984354/ ★
Like · Reply · 22 hrs · Edited

Mark Potter
homo ده سرسینی گلونہ

Like · Reply · 7 · 18 hrs

Tim Jonson · Shelton, Connecticut
Dear ده سرسینی گلونہ,  
Your wife is entitled to all of it. She's going to use the money on Christian
male strippers.

Like · Reply · 6 · 13 hrs · Edited

Show 2 more replies in this thread

Loren Jackson · Greensboro, North Carolina
Screw her....take the 6 months and laugh all the way to the bank afterward.

Like · Reply · 15 · Jul 20, 2017 8:37pm

Ernie Joy
...except he's up before the judge again next month, and could face years.

Like · Reply · 15 · 17 hrs

Vincent Vollero
Ernie Joy yep. and maybe he'll end up being a "male" order bride in prison.
LOL

Like · Reply · 8 · 15 hrs

BC Veel
Sounds like Loren Jackson got his ass kicked in divorce court too.

Like · Reply · 3 · 15 hrs

Show 2 more replies in this thread

Dev J Smith
I suggest the wife post this story on every women's forum/site she can think of, and
ask that they write letters to the company's customers (complete with a sample
letter to send, and email addresses/mail addresses to those customers), advising
that the writer will boycott all companies selling this supplier company's products.
Given that women make the bulk of purchases, that is not an idle threat. See how
his "brother/partners" like that!

Like · Reply · 30 · Jul 20, 2017 8:42pm · Edited
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David Ritchey
hahaha just wasting everyone's energy. I love it.

Like · Reply · 3 · 19 hrs

John Rappa · Phoenix, Arizona
dumb.

Like · Reply · 3 · 18 hrs

Judy McKinney
What about the crooked, unethical law firm that helped him. Those lawyers
should lose their licenses.

Like · Reply · 2 · 10 hrs

Greg Thompson
Bros before hoes

Like · Reply · 28 · Jul 20, 2017 9:02pm
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